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Introduction



In October 2000, Hutchison Ports (UK) Limited, owner of Harwich International Port, announced that it had agreed to purchase Bathside Bay, a 101 hectare site adjacent to the existing port operation.



The ability of Harwich International Port to develop appropriate new deep-sea container facilities quickly is of prime importance to service the increasing demand for container terminal capacity in the UK:



•



UK container volumes have doubled in the last 10 years



Its intention is to develop new deep-sea port



•



current forecasts predict that the growth



facilities, to be known as Harwich International



in container traffic will continue at



Port Container Terminal, at Bathside Bay. The



between 4.2% and 5.9% over the period



project has a number of key advantages:



2000 to 2020



• •



as an extension of an existing port facility, greater economic and environmental gains



•



•



capacity within the next few years



•



growth has been most rapid in the deep-sea



are possible than if it were an all-new,



sector, which has increased its share of the



stand alone facility



total market from 36.1% in 1990 to 50.8% in



it shares the Harwich Haven approach



2000. This trend is forecast to continue



channel, at 14.5 metres already the



•



existing facilities in the UK will reach full



•



ever-larger container vessels are being



deepest approach of any UK container port



utilised on trade routes, most noticeably



the site’s close proximity to Harwich and



in the deep-sea sector. The creation of



Felixstowe will enable it to take advantage



new facilities at Bathside Bay will mean



of existing services and infrastructure



that up to four of the latest generation of



Harwich International Port has excellent



large container vessels may be berthed at



road and rail connections, with further



Harwich International Port simultaneously.



improvements under consideration



• •



•



ideal East coast location to act as a



The expansion of Harwich International Port



transhipment hub



will maintain Hutchison Ports (UK) Limited’s



strong levels of public support. An NOP



balanced policy on development, which



survey has revealed that 84% of local



ensures that the best use is made of the



people back the plans*



existing facilities before creating new



the development will be able to capitalise



capacity, and secures high environmental



on the industry expertise that the Hutchison



standards on a project for which there is a



Group, owner of 30 ports worldwide, has



clear local and national need.



built up over the last 30 years.
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* See page 15 for details.



Bathside Bay



What is Bathside Bay?



“We are delighted to have agreed the sale of Bathside Bay with Hutchison Ports and believe this step marks a great day for the future of Harwich.” Paul Rann, Managing Director of Sea Containers Property, October 2000 Bathside Bay extends over 101 hectares of partially reclaimed land and tidal mud flats adjoining Harwich International Port. The land is currently unused, but plans to develop this bay have existed in one form or another since the 19th century. Since Hutchison Ports (UK) Limited purchased the land at the end of 2000, these aspirations have started to take real shape. The Harwich Parkeston Quay Act of 1988 consented



“



to the construction of a port at Bathside Bay. It is



Hutchison Ports (UK) Limited’s intention to develop the area as a new deep-sea port facility within the Haven Gateway area, complementing those that already exist at Felixstowe. Work on the



development is expected to commence in 2003.



“



“Essex will become one of Europe’s most prosperous areas by 2008, based on a diverse economy with sustainable prospects for long-term growth.” Essex Economic Partnership
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Why is it necessary?



“It is in the national interest that our ports remain able to handle current UK trade and its potential development efficiently and sustainably.”



Growth has been most rapid in the deep-sea sector, which has increased its share of the total market from 36.1% in 1990 to 50.8% in 2000. This trend is forecast to continue and it is anticipated that by 2010 67.5% of containers will be carried on deep-sea routes. Reflecting this, the container throughput of the five major ports - Felixstowe, Southampton, Liverpool, Thamesport and Tilbury - is forecast to increase by between 55% and 70% over the same period. Depending on the pace of UK economic growth, this will result in container throughput in the range 8.31 to 9.20 million TEUs by 2010.



Former DETR Minister Robert Ainsworth MP, 30th January 2001. In 2000, UK ports handled some 6.77 million TEUs (Twenty-foot Equivalent Units, the industry measure of capacity) of containers an increase of 96% since 1990. Growth has been sustained during every year over this period, and current research suggests that the growth in container traffic will continue at between 4.2% and 5.9% per annum over the period 2000 to 2020 (Figure 1).



The UK Government has already recognised that some ports need to increase capacity to meet future demand, and stated in its policy paper that “the pressure for expansion is greatest at ports handling container and roll-on roll-off traffic.” (Modern Ports, DETR, 29th November 2000, Paragraph 2.4.6) The increasing reliance of the global economy on international trade has resulted in container volumes growing nearly three times as quickly as GDP (Gross Domestic Product). Although this margin is forecast to narrow, container traffic is nevertheless forecast to be growing at over twice the level of GDP by 2015.
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Figure 1: Forecasted base/low case container traffic growth in the UK 1999/2020



“The pressure for expansion is greatest at ports handling container and roll-on roll-off traffic.” 4



Modern Ports, DETR, 29th November 2000, Paragraph 2.4.6



UK Deep-sea Container Port Demand By far the most significant trend in container flows has been the rapid surge in market share for the Far East trades. This has developed from 29.5% in 1990 to around 37.3% in 1999. Despite recent economic uncertainties, it is forecast that strong exports to Europe from the Far East will continue this trend. Figure 2: Total UK Container Port Demand by Type 1990/2000 8000 7000



It is therefore essential that modern container ports are able to berth the largest container ships afloat with minimal delay. The new facility will be developed to a depth of 15 metres alongside the quay to accommodate these vessels. The new terminal will also share the same approach channel as the nearby Port of Felixstowe, which is already maintained by Harwich Haven Authority at a depth of 14.5 metres below chart datum - the deepest approach to any UK container port and one of the deepest in Europe. The location of Harwich International Port close to the existing deep-water approach channel means that only limited dredging will be required to secure access for the largest vessels.
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Source: Ocean Shipping Consultants Limited



In this sector, the consolidation of freight into ever larger container vessels has been the most marked. To meet the increasing dominance of the very largest vessels in this trade, it will be necessary to invest in further deep-sea container handling capacity. Given current and anticipated new vessel ordering patterns, it is forecast that the proportion of UK direct deep-sea containerport traffic handled in vessels over 6,500 TEUs will increase from 2.5% in 2000 to 30% in 2020. The deep-sea container shipping industry is considering vessels as large as 12,000 TEUs, for which designs currently exist.



The new facility will also be developed in keeping with Harwich International Port’s policy of encouraging alternatives to road transport for freight. It is envisaged that approximately 20% of the Port’s total container throughput will be transhipped within the Port. As these containers will be handled ship-to-ship, they will create no impact on the country’s road network. It is also forecast that approximately 20% of the Port’s available domestic container traffic will be transported to/from the Port by rail, thereby further reducing the number of containers on the UK’s roads.



“



’000 TEUs



6000



With 95% of the United Kingdom’s trade arriving or leaving by sea, and much of the world’s trade passing near our coasts, we cannot afford to let a lack of capacity affect this vital sector of the economy. It is essential that the UK is equipped with the right port facilities to service future trade, and the extension of Harwich International Port will provide the capacity needed to retain and build upon the existing custom, reaping the rewards for Harwich, the Eastern region and the UK as a whole.



“Transport policy must also be integrated with other policies - for the national economy, regional prosperity, planning and sustainable development.”



Former DETR Minister Keith Hill MP, launching Modern Ports, November 2000
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What will the Development Involve?



Essex County Council and Essex Coastal Districts, Essex Coastal Strategy Appendix 1a – County Council and District Planning Policies for the Coast (a)County Structure Plan policies relating to the coast (approved First Alteration – July 1991)



The features of Harwich International Port Container Terminal will include: • • • • • • •



1,400 metres of quayside depth of 15 metres alongside the quay approach channel of 14.5 metres terminal capacity of 1.7 million TEUs per annum 11 Ship-to-Shore Gantry Cranes and 40 Rubber-Tyred Gantry Cranes storage yard capacity of 28,000 TEUs rail terminal capacity of 462,000 TEUs per annum



The £300 million container terminal scheme will make Harwich International Port the second largest container port in the UK, almost doubling the total quay length to 3,000 metres, and enabling the Port to handle up to four deep-sea container vessels simultaneously. Road and rail infrastructure is already in place, servicing the present Harwich International Port. Upgrades to the A120, which links Harwich with the A12/A14 road network, are being considered as part of the London to Ipswich Multi-Modal Study (LOIS) being carried out on behalf of the Government. As a former British Rail port, Harwich has excellent rail connections and a new rail terminal will be an integral part of the proposed developments. In addition to the container terminal, an area of around 45 hectares to the south and east of the site will be landscaped or developed for mixed amenity and appropriate commercial use related to the port development. The development of these areas is subject to the usual stringent local authority planning procedures, which recognise the need for an integrated approach to meet the needs of the locality and encourage economic growth.



“



“Support will be given to the expansion of port facilities at Harwich and Parkeston and to the future development of Bathside Bay, and improved access facilities by road and rail will be provided and encouraged.”



“This particular initiative, long overdue, will inspire greater regeneration in the whole area.” 6



Mr A F Whitmarsh, Harwich Town Centre Manager



Proposed grassland/meadow



Proposed woodland



Proposed waterbodies/wetland



Proposed individual trees



1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.



Ship Berths and quayside wall Cranes 80m high unextended, 110m extended Container Storage maximum height 15m with 21m high rubber tyred cranes Holding Area Rail Transfer with 20m high gantry cranes Staff Car Park Check-In and Offices Electricity Sub-Station Chain moorings and former hardstandings



“



Site Boundary



10. Vehicle Inspection Building 11. Container freight station - quayside facilities building 12m high 12. Workshop building 12m high 13. Potential zones for large warehousing units 14. Potential zones for small industrial units 15. Potential for enhanced setting to former train-ferry facility crane proposed chain moorings and western edge of Harwich Quay 16. Potential zones for ‘Starter’ industrial units



“This has been discussed for too long, it is time for action – get the terminal built and get Harwich moving forward into the 21st century!”
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Mr L P Brittain, Dovercourt
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Why Bathside Bay?



Peter Bennett OBE, Chairman, Harwich Haven Authority (Performance Report, 2000) It is widely recognised that new container terminal capacity is needed in the UK. There are, however, only a limited number of locations where development would be possible. The importance of Bathside Bay in meeting this need was reflected in the granting of the 1988 Act of Parliament.



Bathside Bay has a number of crucial advantages as the site of essential new facilities: • Harwich International Port already handles a significant amount of passenger and freight traffic. By combining this new development with the existing Port, it is possible to generate greater benefits for lower cost, both financial and environmental, than if it were an all-new, stand-alone facility. • Its East coast location is ideal for larger containerships, all of which also call at other major North Sea ports in continental Europe. A central North Sea location will also allow the Port to compete for important transhipment traffic to the Baltic and Scandinavia, as well as to Ireland, Iberia and the Mediterranean. • The development’s close proximity to Felixstowe means that it will benefit from existing infastructure, and will be able to capitalise on management and development expertise that the Hutchison Group has built up over the last 30 years.



“



“The buoyant commercial activity within the Haven is an important generator of wealth and jobs, serving both national and local economies.”



“For decades the key to the district’s success has been its superior infrastructure. Sitting astride the A120 trunk road, which is part of the Trans European Network, customer potential is immense.” 8



Tendring District Council



• Situated within the area covered by the Haven Gateway Partnership, a wealth of local expertise and support services already exists. Harwich Haven benefits from the unrivalled expertise and experience of the Harwich Haven Authority, an independent body responsible for the conservancy and sustainable management of Harwich Harbour and its seaward approaches. • Harwich is situated in an area in need of economic regeneration and inward investment.



“



• The Harwich Haven channel at 14.5 metres, is already the deepest approach of any UK container port. Linking Bathside Bay to the existing Harwich Haven deep water channel represents a much smaller dredging commitment than would be required elsewhere to provide similar access. • As a former British Rail port, Harwich International Port has excellent rail connections and improvements to the A120 are already under consideration as part of the Government’s London to Ipswich MultiModal Study (LOIS).



“No-one should turn it down, if not for us but the future generation.” Mr R Byford, Harwich
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Will it Create Real Jobs?



Les Double, Essex County and Harwich Town Councillor Harwich International Port Container Terminal will generate up to 500 new jobs directly and many more in supporting industries and services. It will play a valuable role in securing long-term employment for many local people. Harwich International Port is committed to high standards of training. National Vocational Qualifications (NVQs) have been introduced in all aspects of port operations and these opportunities will be extended with the addition of the new terminal.



The development of the Port comes alongside the decision of the East of England Development Agency (EEDA) to grant the town of Harwich a further £250,000 over the next three years to create new job opportunities, improve local amenities and encourage local people and businesses to become involved in regenerating the town. EEDA has further recognised the importance of this economic sector through its support of the Haven Gateway Initiative. Coupled with the added investment and associated benefits that the expansion of the Port will bring, Harwich is well on its way to becoming a new vibrant employment centre for the East coast. The development will create jobs in the following areas: • • • • • • •



information technology engineering – civil, mechanical and electrical operations planning human resources management and supervisory stevedoring/quayside work finance and accountancy



“



“…the beginning of the end of unemployment in Harwich and the immediate area.”



There will be further employment opportunities in the ancillary businesses which will support the Port activities: • • • • • •
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haulage warehousing and distribution legal and accountancy freight forwarding catering and support services statutory and regulatory bodies eg Customs and Excise



“The town’s future is dependent upon this project. It also offers hope for young people that they may secure employment locally.” Mr S King, Dovercourt



“



“It is something the town has desperately needed for years and now it looks like it will finally happen.”



Harwich and Manningtree Standard, July 2001
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What Impact on the Environment?



East of England Development Agency (EEDA), East of England 2010; prosperity and opportunity for all, June 2001 Development in an environmentally responsible manner Hutchison Ports (UK) Limited, in conjunction with the Harwich Haven Authority (HHA), recognises the importance of the natural and human environment in undertaking any development. Previous development has been progressed in such a way that environmental



considerations form part of the planning and design from the initial stages, ensuring that the outcome balances technical and economic constraints with due consideration of the environmental effects. Importantly, measures to offset any adverse environmental effects resulting from development have been identified and implemented. This approach is integral to the planned development of Bathside Bay. Environmental designations Although Bathside Bay is not covered by any environmental designations, the Stour and Orwell estuaries are afforded considerable environmental protection under both national and international legislation. In terms of intertidal mud habitats and saltmarsh, and the species that these support, the estuaries are designated as Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), a Special Protection Area (SPA) and Ramsar site. The land area



“



“Businesses will be encouraged to recognise their responsibility to maintain and protect the environment, through embracing, advancing and applying environmental management policies and practices.”



“This project is vital to the local area and I fully endorse it. However, adequate thought needs to be given to manage environmental issues sensibly.” 12



Mr K Dace, Dovercourt



adjacent to the Orwell estuary is designated as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (ANOB) on the basis of landscape character. The implications of the proposed development for each of these environmental designations have been determined during the environmental studies associated with the development of Bathside Bay. Identification of environmental effects The conclusion of the environmental studies was that the main effect of the development could be on the hydrodynamic and sedimentary characteristics of the estuarine system and the ecological interest of Bathside Bay and the wider estuaries. Other significant effects were identified on the landscape character and the fisheries resource of the estuaries.



Assessment of effects on the environment The environmental studies undertaken have been comprehensive and wide-ranging. The effects on the hydrodynamic and sediment regime of the estuarine system have been predicted using the latest modelling techniques. The effects of any predicted changes on aspects of the natural environment, such as overwintering waterfowl and the invertebrates communities on the mudflats, have then been assessed. In addition to this, the environmental studies have involved assessment of the effects on traffic and transportation, landscape setting, noise, archaeology and heritage, water quality, fisheries and fishing activity, recreation and navigation. Proposals for mitigation and compensation of effects Measures are being progressed to mitigate adverse environmental impacts wherever possible. The approach involves the expansion of pioneering sediment replacement measures (instigated by the HHA) to address the potential erosion of habitats in the system. However, it is also recognised that certain effects cannot be mitigated and, in this respect, the company is developing proposals for significant habitat creation in order to ensure that the overall ecological functioning of the estuarine system is not compromised as a result of the Bathside Bay development.



“



“The evidence of the commitment that Hutchison Ports has had to minimising the impact on wildlife is good.”



Mr W Rowland, Dovercourt
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What Happens Next?



Ivan Henderson, MP for Harwich, July 2001



The outline planning consent for the development of Bathside Bay already exists under the Harwich Parkeston Quay Act of 1988. The Act, which received Royal assent on 27th October 1988, permits the reclamation of the Bay, associated dredging and channel works, the construction of 1,400 metres of quay wall and the use of the site as a harbour undertaking. Before construction can begin, however, it is necessary for Harwich International Port to obtain tidal works consent from the Secretary of State for Transport, Local Government and the Regions under the Harbour Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 1999. Harwich Haven Authority will also need to obtain consent under Section 34 of the Coast Protection Act 1949 and Part II of the Food and Environmental Protection Act 1985 for the dredging and disposal of dredged materials required for the deepening and widening of the approach channel.



“



“I have been extremely impressed by the manner in which Hutchison Ports have approached the Bathside Bay Development; they have been very keen to ensure that the local community as a whole are able to express their views and to have their concerns taken into consideration.”



At the same time, Harwich International Port will continue with its programme of community involvement by issuing regular newsletters and press releases as the development progresses. The Harwich International Port website, www.harwich.co.uk, has also been updated to provide information and a forum for public comment.



“As a Tendring District Councillor, I sought this development in 1994.”



Mr R McLaren,Wrabness
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NOP Survey Results - June 2001



From what you know of the development plans would you say you are for or against them?



Why do you say that? (all those who had an opinion about the development plans)



Don’t know: 10%



It will create jobs:



364



Good for the area in general:



Against: 7%



128



It should result in better transport links:



21



It will bring prosperity to Harwich/economic benefits:



181



It will make Harwich more like Felixstowe:



10



It will have a bad environmental impact on the bay:



21



Not good for the wildlife:



For: 84%



20



More lorries through the area:



3



It will spoil the view:



12



Other:



73



Don’t know:



0



453



Do you believe that the A120/A12 between Harwich and Colchester should be upgraded if the development goes ahead, upgraded even without this development or not upgraded at all?



Upgraded as a result of this development:



22%



Upgraded whether or not the development goes ahead:



“



Figures have been rounded up to the nearest percentage point



8



66%



8%



Not upgraded:



4%



Don’t know:



0



10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80



“The survey does not give the port carte blanche to press ahead with its plans regardless, but it does give them a high boost knowing that most of Harwich is Harwich and Manningtree Standard, July 2001 behind them.”
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If you have any questions or would like further information on Harwich International Port or the development of Bathside Bay, please contact:



Harwich International Port, Parkeston, Harwich, Essex. C012 4SR Tel: 01255 252101 Email: [email protected]



www.harwich.co.uk



A member of the Hutchison Port Holdings Group
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